The aim of this paper is to formulate the Iwasawa main conjecture for varieties (or motives) over arbitrary number fields. See (4.9) for the statement of the conjecture, and (4.15) for "philosophical comments" on it. To formulate our conjecture, we need the p-aάic Hodge theory developed by Tate [Tα 2 ], Fontaine and Messing [FM], and Faltings [FαJ.
coincides with the classical Iwasawa main conjecture. In §6 we use a relation (5.12) between p-adic Hodge theory and values of partial Riemann zeta functions proved in a forthcoming paper [/ΓαJ. In §7 we show that our conjecture is a generalization of the conjecture in \_BK~\ on Tamagawa number of motives.
After I completed this paper, I learned that Fontaine and Perrin-Riou found a similar approach to the arithmetic of values of L-functions. ([FP] I, II, III). They did not consider partial L-functions, but they found how to treat mixed motives (especially the hight pairing of mixed motives) though my study is limited to pure motives. The motivation of my study was the hope to extend Kolyvagin's Euler systems (which are related to partial L-functions) to motives, and so partial L-functions were essential to me.
I was inspired much by the nice atmosphere in the number theory seminar at Komaba organized by Professors K. Iwasawa, G. Fujisaki, and S. Nakajίma. I found the general conjecture during I was preparing a lecture in this seminar on related subjects. I am very thankful to participants of this seminar. I thank Prof. T. Saito for his advice on the proof of (4.17), and Prof. S. Bloch who introduced me to this fascinating field.
Notations: For a field k, k denotes an algebraic closure of k, and char (k) denotes the characteristic of k. As usual, Q (resp. Q p , R, C) denotes the field of rational (resp. p-adic, real, complex) numbers. § 1. /)-adic Hodge theory.
(1.1) We review some results concerning p-adic Hodge theory. In this section, let K be a complete discrete valuation field with perfect residue field k such that char(K)=0 and char(k) = p>Q.
Fontaine defined a big ring B dR over K endowed with an action of Ga\(K/K). For the definition of B dR , see [F0] . B dR is the field of fractions of a complete discrete valuation ring B^R ) K is contained in B^R, the residue field of B\ R is isomorphic over K to the p-adic completion of K, and K coincides with the Gal (Ky/0-invariant part of B dR .
(1.2) We review the de Rham conjecture of Fontaine [F0] proved by Fontaine and Messing [FM] under certain assumptions and by Faltings [FαJ in general. Let X be a smooth proper scheme over K. Then, on one hand, we have the p-adic etale cohomology H% (X, Q p 
) (X=X® K K) with an action of Ga\(K/K).
On the other hand we have the de Rham cohomology group Hf R (X/K} with the Hodge filtration. The de Rham conjecture (1.3) relates these two different p-adic cohomologies. (resp. σ®id.) (1.4) We review de Rham representations in the sense of Fontaine. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over Q p endowed with a continuous action of Gal(K/K). Let Qp B dR ) (H*(K, ) means the fixed part under Gal(K/K)), which is endowed with the filtration (D l dR (V)} τ coming from the filtration V® Qp βl 'B dR . Then holds always, and the following two conditions (i) (ii) are equivalent.
THEOREM (1.3) ([FαJ M). For any ra^O, there exists a canonical isomorphism preserving the actions of B dR and Ga\(K/K), αndthe filtrαtions. (Here the action of σ^Gal(KfK) on the left (resp. right) hand side is σ®σ

D dR (V)=H»(K, V®
(
i) dim κ (D ΛR (V»=dim Qp (V).
(ii) The canonical map
_ We say V is a de Rham representation of Ga\(K/K) if these equivalent conditions (i) (ii) are satisfied. If V is a de Rham representation, the bijection in (ii) gives an isomorphism of filtrations.
The theorem (1.3) says that for a smooth proper scheme X over K, H? t (X, Q p ) is a de Rham representation of Ga\(K/K) and D dR (Hf t (X, Q p ) ) is canonically isomorphic to H£ R (X/K) as a filtered /f-vector space.
( (V) .
is exact where α(x) = (x, x), β(x, ^)=((1-/)W, *~y)-By tensoring with V and by taking Galois cohomologies, we have an exact sequence
where ?"(*, 3θ=((l-/)(*), x-y) The exponential map (1.5.1) is defined by the second component of δ.
(1.6) Let / be a prime number and let V be a finite dimensional £? r vector space endowed with a continuous action of Gal(K/K). In the case l=p, assume that V is a de Rham representation of Ga\(K/K). Then, the "finite part"
where K nr denotes a maximal unramified extension of K. If /=/>, H} (K, V) is the image of the map £ in (1.5.2). If l=p, we have an exact sequence (\_BK"\ (3.8.4))
Assume the residue field of X is finite. Then, for any *' , the cup product trace gives a perfect duality of finite dimensional Q r vector spaces (Tate duality). Here 7*=Hom(7, Q t ) on which σ^Gal(K/K) acts by h~>h°α~l, and (1) In this section, K is a number field, p is a fixed prime number, and M is a pure motive (in ^-coefficients) over K of weight wt(M). We review standard conjectures concerning the "/f-theory of M".
(2.1) We do not ask seriously what motives are, but it is better to fix a definition. A pure motive over K of weight w^Z is a finite family of 4-ples {(X lt m τ , r t , ε l )} l where X τ are smooth proper schemes of pure dimension over K, m lf Γi^Z with w-mi-2r τ , and ε t is an idempotent in the ring of algebraic cycles on X lxK Xι with ^-coefficients modulo rational equivalence which are regarded as algebraic correspondences from X l to X τ . We denote the single family (X, m, r, Δ x ) by H m (X)(r) (Δ x denotes the diagonal, which is regarded as the identity correspondence). We interpret {(X τ , m ly r t , ε t )} t as the direct sum of the direct summands of H 7Jlί (X l )(r t ) corresponding to ε t . (This is just a very non-smart modification of the original definition of the motive of Grothendieck.) We do not discuss morphisms of motives. For a motive M-{(X t , m ί , r ί} eOK, the Tate twist M(r) for reZ (resp. the dual M*) is defined as {(X lt m l} ni+r, ε t )} t (resp. {(X lf 2n i -m l , Ui-r τ , ε*)} t where n t =άim(X t ) and ε* is the transpose of ε t ).
( 
where
Here a is the regulator map of Beilinson, "Image" is taken with respect to the map (2.2.1), and β is defined as follows: If M=H m (X)(r) with m-2r^-2 and with X purely of dimension n, each element of 
COROLLARY (3.2). Assume for any place v of K which divides p f V is a de Rham representation of Gal(K υ /K Ό ). We have an exact sequence of finite dimensional Q p -vector spaces
(3.3) In the rest of this sectin, let M be a pure motive over K of weight wt(M), which is of good reduction outside S. Note that for_any place v of K which divides
The following conjecture (3.4) is a real theorem of Deligne [£te 2 ] (resp. of Fontaine, Messing [FM] and Faltings [FαJ) if f does not divide p (resp. v divides p) and M is of good reduction at v. For general v which does not divide p (resp. divides />), a geometric analogue of (3.4) was proved in \_De 2~] II (resp. [Fα 2 ]).
CONJECTURE (3.4). Let v be α finite place of K. If v does not divide p, let φ v be the Frobenius automorphism in Ga\(K Vtnr /K Ό ) acting on H°(K nr , ), and let
P v (t)=άet Qp (l-φί l t H\K nT9 F p (M)))eQ p p]. // v divides p,
let f v : D cryS (V p (M» ->D crys (Vp(M)) be the Frobenius operator, κ(v) the residue field of v, K Vι0 the field of fractions of the p-Witt ring W(κ(v)), d(v)=[κ(v) : F p ], and let
TΛen, z'rc α?ry case, p v (t) is with Q-coefficients, and has the form
PROPOSITION (3.5). Assume wt(M)^ -l and assume Conj. (3.4) is true for M. Let v be a finite place of K.
(1) // v divides p, the exponential map of § 1 induces an isomorphism
Proof. The case v\p follows from (1.6.1). The case v does not divide p follows from the fact that H}(K υ , ) (resp. H°(K V , )) is isomorphic to the cokernel (resp. kernel) of 1-φv l on H°(K Ό>nr , ). From (3.2) and (3.5), we can deduce easily :
PROPOSITION (3.6). Assum wt(M)< -l and assume that the conjectures (2.6) and (3.4) are true for M. Then :
(1) For any i, we have
We have an exact sequence of finite dimensional Q p -vector spaces
The above sequence in (2) plays the role of the p-aάic version of the sequence in (2.7) of vector spaces over R.
Remark (3.7). In (3.6), assume wt(M)^-2. Then H}(K, Λf*(l))=0. Indeed, since M*(l) is of weight^O, it is a direct sum of subspaces of (K zr . m^( X) ®Q)
CO with m-2r^0, i.e. with 2r-m-1<0. Furthermore it is probable that Hl iΊΛ (K t V Γ 23 (M)*(1)) vanishes (this is conjectured by Jannsen), or equivalently (if we asssume (2.6) and (3.4)), the £-adic regulator map (2) is injective. If this is the case, the sequence in (3.6) (2) has the simple form
very similar to the sequence in (2.7). § 4. Iwasawa main conjecture.
(4.1) In this section, let K be a number field and let M be a pure motive over K of weight ^ -1. let L be a finite abelian extension of K with Galois group G, and let p be a fixed prime number.
and let (2.9).
Then /fί=0 unless wt(M)=-2, H'{=Q unless M/f(M)=-l, #^=0 for and #2=0 unless wt(M)=-2. If X=H m (X)(r), then
where+means the fixed part by Gal(C/^?) which acts simultaneously on C and on Q(2πi) r ,
and H k is a certain subspace of
3) In (4.3) and (4.4) we give purely module theoretic preliminaries.
Here we give a preliminary concerning determinant modules. Let R be a commutative ring. Recall that for a finitely generated projective 7?-module L, the determinant ^-module det Λ (L) is defined to be the exterior power /\κL where r is the rank of L which is a locally constant function on Spec(jR) (so /\κL is defined locally on Spec (R) first and glued globally on Spec (/?)). This definition of the determinant module is generalized to perfect complexes as follows.
Let C be the derived category of the category of ^-modules. An object C of C is called a perfect complex if there is a bounded complex of /^-modules consisting of finitely generated projective /^-modules which represents C. For a perfect complex C in C, the determinant module det Λ (C) is the invertible Rmodule defined as follows. Take a representative of C which is bounded and which consists of finitely generated projective 7\?-modules. Then
It is known that det Λ (C) is independent, modulo canonical isomorphisms, of the choice of a representative as above.
<7GG
(4.5) In the rest of this section except in (4.15)-(4.17), we assume that the conjectures (2.6) (2.7) (2.8) (3.4) are true for the pull back of M over L.
We define a free ζ) (3) give ( The relation (4.6.1) concerning the change of the zeta element when we enlarge S is extended to motivic zeta elements and arithmetic zeta elements, if the conjectures needed for the definitions of them are true.
For example, if M=H m (X)(r), we can take Remark (4.14) (on Euler systems). If L'/K is a subextension of L/K with Galois group G', the norm maps induce isomorphisms In the next section, we will see that if K-Q, M-0(1) (resp. M= Q(r) with r a positive even integer) and L is the real part of Q(OL) with a a root of 1, the algebraic (resp. arithmetic) zeta element is essentially the fundamental cyclotomic unit (1-a)(I-a' 1 ) (resp. the p-adic, cyclotomic element of Soule and Deligne in the Galois cohomology of Z p (l-r) 
(H\E), 1)^0. We obtain E(Q) finite as follows. The property of c implies that the map H d (g) Q Q p -^(H p )* is injective. By the exact sequence (3.2), we have that H}(Q, V p (M))-^H d ® Q Q p is the zero map. On the other hand, the map E(Q)-^H l (Q, V P (M)) induced by the exact sequences
lands in H}(Q, V P (M)) ([£#] (3.11.)), and the composite map £(<?)-»//}(<?, 7 P (M)) Finally we prove the following result used in (4.8) and (4.10).
From these facts, it follows that E(Q}^E(Q P )®Q is the zero map. This shows that E(Q) is finite. (This kind of method was used by Coates-Wiles
PROPOSITION (4.17). (Here we assume no conjecture.) Assume PΦ2, and let S be a finite set of finite places of K containing all prime divisors of p in K.
Let F be a smooth Z p -sheaf on Spec (0 #,$)<,£. Then:
1) RΓ(0 L>S , F) is a perfect complex in the derived category of the category of Z p [_G~\-modules.
2) // U IK is a subextension of L/K with Galois group G' , we have a canonical isomorphism
RΓ(0 L , S , F)® ZpL<n Z P lG'l -> RΓ(0 L , tS , F). (3) // p n F=Q for some n^O, we have det ZLG1 (RΓ(0 L , s , F))® ZL < n det Z iGi(H (L® Q R, F*(1)))*=Z P [G] in
where ( )* = Hom( , Q P /Z P ) and the left hand side is regarded as embedded in its ®zQp which is identified with
Proof.
(1) and (2) are proved by the methods of Deligne (SGA4, Ch. 17) as follows. It is enough to prove that the morphism
is an isomorphism for any finitely generated Z p [G]-module N. To prove that the map H q (h N } induced on the <?-th cohomology groups of these complexes is an isomorphism, take an exact sequence of Z P [G] -modules of the form
with L τ free of finite type and with r>2-q. Since h Ll are clearly isomorphisms, the bijectivity of H q (h N ) is reduced to the bijectivity of H q+r (h N ,)> but the cohomology groups are zero in degree >2.
We prove (3). If G={1}, the statement of (3) is equivalent to the formula of Tate ([Tα 3 
0^t^2
(#( ) denotes the order of the set). Our proof of (3) In this section, let K=Q, M=Q(r) with r^l, let TV^l, and let L be the extension of Q generated by a primitive N-th root of 1. We give an explicit description of the motivic zeta element ((5.6), which is a rewriting of known results) and a "half description" of the arithmetic zeta element ((5.14), for which we need a result (5.12) proved in [XflJ). [_G~\/(σ-l -l, Σσeoσ) . Then, B^>QxB' where the part B-+Q sends elements of G to 1.
The following lemma is easiy seen.
LEMMA (5.2). (1) H d~L , and it is a free Q[G~\-module of rank 1. (2) H h is identified with the space of systems {a(c)}ι which associate to each embedding c: L-+C an element a(c) of Q(2πi) r satisfying a(c)=~a(ι). (Heredenote the complex conjugation.) The canonical injection associates to a={a(c)}ι<^H h , the unique element of L® Q R whose image in C for any embedding c: L->C coincides with a(c). The action of Q[G] on H h is given by σ(a)(c)=a(c°σ). (3) The action of Q[G] on H h factors through A, and H h is a free A-module of rank one.
(5.3) Assume r=l. Then H k = Oi<8)Q, and H' k =Q with the trivial action of G. The classical theory of regulator shows that Conj. (2.7) is true for Q(l) over any number field, the action of Q\_G~\ on H k factors through B' , and H k is a free .β'-module of rank 1.
For an Λf-th root a of 1 in L such that aφl, we define the cyclotomic element Cι(a)^H k as follows. If the order of a is not a power of a prime number, then I-a is a unit, and we define c^a) to be the image of (1-a)" The motivic zeta element is described as follows.
PROPOSITION (5.6). Let the notations be as above, and let S be the set of places of Q consisting of oo and all prime divisors of N.
By using easy localization arguments and the fact K 2 r-ι(F)®Q=(K 2 r-ι(F)
7 Λ we deduce from this theorem; COROLLARY (5.8). Let F and r be as in (5.7). Then, for any ίeZ, the chern class map induces an isomorphism
Both groups are zero if iΦl.
COROLLARY (5.9). For any number field F and for any reZ, the chern class map induces an isomorphism
Both groups are zero if r^O. (F v , Q p (r}) . For a place v of F lying over p, H}(F V , Q p (r) 
Proof. As is easily seen, H}(F, Q p (r)) is isomorphic to the kernel of HWpll/p-], Q P (r)}->® v]p H>(F v , Q p (r))/H}
H(F, Q(ry)=ffU(F 9 Q(r}} if
These reduce the case r^2 of (5.9) to (5.8), and prove the case r=Q of (5.9 [l/p'] , 0 P (1-r))* by (2.1). The last group is zero by (5.7).
(5.10) Now we return to the cyclotomic case. By (3.2) and (5.9), we have an exact sequence (without any conjecture)
One conjectures ί?J=0, but this is not yet proved. However, since H k ®QwιA =0, we have ^f® QC03^i =0. From this and (5.2) (1), we see that H^Q LG^Λ is a free ^4® ρ O p -module of rank 1. We have canonically.
We will give an explicit description of the image of the arithmetic zeta element in Φp r ®Q L G^Λ t by using />-adic cyclotomic elements of Deligne and Soule, which we recall here.
In the rest of this section, let S be the set of places of Q consisting all prime divisors of N, and let S' be the union of S and {/>}. Of course one has S=S' if p\N. The following theorem will be proved in [/CαJ, by using an "explicit reciprocity law" for the motive Q(r).
THEOREM (5.12). Let a be a primitive N-th root of 1 in L. Then, the image of Cί-r (a) (rϊ^l) in H^0 Q Q P under the dual map Hp-^H^QQ p of H d ® Q Q p -* (//£)* coincides with -Nr dϊ(ά).
In the case N is prime to p, this result follows easily from [BK"] §2 (2.1).
Remark (5.13). Deligne and Soule, and also Gros and Kurihara ([Gr] ) consider these cyclotomic elements in H 1 of Q p (m) mainly for positive m, and relate them to special values of />-adic zeta functions, though we consider here these elements with ra^O which are related to special values of complex zeta functions.
By (5.6) (2) and (5.13), we have THEOREM (5.14). In this section, we show that when we consider the situation where K=Q, M-Q(r) with r a positive even integer and L is the maximal real subfield of Q(a) with a a root of 1 of order a power of p, our Iwasawa main conjecture coincides with the classical Iwasawa conjecture.
The classical Iwasawa theory uses characteristic polynomials of torsion modules. We first relate this concept to determinant modules. 
Proof. Since R is normal, an invertible ^-module in F (for example det Λ (7)) is characterized by its stalks in codimension one. Hence we are reduced to the case where R is a discrete valuation ring. In this case, Y~®iR/aiR for a finite family (a t )i of non-zero elements of R. By using the resolution 0->0i# -»®t#-»F-»0 with α=(α t )<> we obtain aet R (Y) 3) Now we relate our conjecture (4.9) to (6.2.1). For n^l, let Γ n = n), G n =Gal(L n /<?).
LEMMA (6.3).
-=° ( 1) , , . Proof. Consider the spectral sequences Indeed, (6.4.1) follows from the facts that the cohomological ^-dimension of Γ n is 1, the cohomological dimension of Lj^qQ p (resp. O Loo ,s) is <2, and In this section, we see that the conjecture on Tamagawa numbers of motives in \_BK~\ is regarded as the case of trivial abelian extension of our Iwasawa main conjecture. For simplicity, we treat motives of wt^-3 and we consider numbers (Tamagawa numbers, values of L-f unctions, •••) modulo multiplication by powers of 2.
In this section we assume the conjectures (2.6) (2.7) (3.4) (these conjectures were assumed also in [£/£]).
(7.1) We fix notations. In this section, let M be a pure motive over Q of weight^-3. Fix an odd prime number p.
be the inverse image of 
Q = H\Q P , T®(Q P /Z P ))/(H}(Q P , T)®(Q P /Z P )) @(@H\Q V , T®(Q P /Z P ))) .
The kernel of c is a generalization of the Tate-Shafarevich group of an abelian variety.
PROPOSITION (7.6). Kerφ and CokerW are finite groups.
The proof of (7.6) is given below. (Recall we assumed the conjectures (2.6) (2.7) (3.4). Otherwise such finiteness becomes very difficult). The following (7.8) shows the equivalence between (7.7) and our Iwasawa main conjecture in this situation. PROPOSITION (7.8) . Here the * outside the notation of cohomology H ί ( ) are Horn ( , Q P /Z P )> whereas the * inside H\ ) are Hom( , Z p (Z s , T*(l))* -> 0 .
We have an exact sequence of complexes
where C'ί is the complex
-» H (Q,
Here P and Q are as in (7.5). Since C is acyclic and the cohomology groups of the complex C' D are finite, it follows that the cohomology groups of the complex C'ϊ> are finite, that is, Ker(ί) and Coker(^) are finite. For a bounded complex E of abelian groups whose cohomology groups are finite, let χ(β)=Πt#(/ί < (£)) c " 1)t . We have 
